
The slow recovery process from knee surgery in the summer of 2010 presented me with a 
fine opportunity to investigate what makes a paper patched bullet perform. Although I 
couldn’t go far at once, it was good therapy to hobble back and forth between the target 
butts and the shooting bench. At the end of it all, I ended up firing about 4000 individual 
slugs for these tests and learned some good dope on patched slugs. I’d typed up my 
results in the hopes of getting the info out in Handloader magazine but Wolfe no longer 
accepts freelance articles. Cast Boolits is now, unquestionably, the place for the little guy 
cast bullet junky.  
 
Those of you who are familiar with the literature know that there are three main works on 
the subject and data on the web and elsewhere. For black powder shooters, there’s no 
better source of information than Randolph S. Wright’s Loading and Shooting Paper 
Patched Bullets: a Beginner’s Guide. For those who are interested in full power with cast 
bullets in such calibers as .308, .30-06, and .300 Win Mag, E. H. Harrison published his 
findings in The American Rifleman and the NRA’s compilation tome Cast Bullets 
reprints his results. And finally, Paul Matthews’s jewel, The Paper Jacket, tells of his 
quest for top performance from what he calls a “practical paper patched bullet”. Having 
spent many days hunting deer at woods ranges, these “practical” slugs are where I turned 
my attention. 
 
Matthews defines a practical patched slug as “a bullet soft enough to guarantee expansion 
without breakup, as accurate as the lubricated cast bullet in any given rifle, and 
constructed as to withstand velocities up to 2200 fps or a bit faster”. He suggests starting 
with softer bullets, surmising that they upset greater upon firing and grip the rifling better 
but he also warns that “a bullet slightly hardened with tin will give better accuracy than 
one of pure lead”.  Keeping with the theme of engagement, he also suggests that “nothing 
but the paper patch and its attendant lubricant should ever touch the barrel” and that a 
smooth sided slug is preferable to a grooved bullet. This is all sound advice so far. And 
“quietly lurking in the background is the belief that the larger the diameter of the 
unpatched bullet, the better”. 
 
The open-ended nature of this last “belief” and troubleshooting the poor performance of 
paper patched slugs a .600 caliber wildcat is where I began my investigations. Although 
effect of bullet diameter was the primary focus, the tests were expanded to include 
variations of patch type, bullet hardness and choice of powder. With the hope of exposing 
some universally applicable trends, these variables were eventually tried in three more 
big-bore hunting rifles: a .458 Lott, a .45-70 Govt and a .375 H&H. 
 
Preliminary loads were fired to identify those which delivered an acceptable level of 
accuracy and then the variables were manipulated. Smooth sided bullets cast with home 
bored molds were utilized for all tests (although Harrison got better performance from a 
shallow groove bullet – perhaps due to better in-bore “patch cling” with his harder slugs 
and higher velocities). Because two of the test rifles shared a common diameter, I cut a 
simple 45 caliber swage die to “squeeze” bullets in my Lyman reloading press. Not 
wishing to break my press, most of the bullets thus “squeezed” (the term “swaging” being 
a bit beyond what I was doing) were limited to 5-6Bhn material with a few upwards of 



10Bhn. This “squeezing” did have a small but perceptible positive effect on bullet quality 
and resultant accuracy. 
 
Instead of cutting molds of increasing diameters, one oversized mold was used in each 
caliber and the bullets were downsized with simple push-through bushings. Now, 
everyone knows that less sizing is better, so care was taken with the design and 
manufacture of the bushings such that they give full support to the slug before it enters a 
polished taper of the desired size. An abruptly ending taper would often “banana” the 
slugs, so they were given a slight parallel at final size, similar to a shotgun choke. As a 
final result, some of the most heavily sized bullets performed quite well, leading me to 
believe that the sizers did not harm bullet quality beyond a useful level. 
 
For bullet material, two basic alloys were utilized. Lead roof flashing of slightly over 
5Bhn was utilized for the softer slugs. Range scrap was used for the harder alloy and 
tested approximately 10Bhn when air cooled from the mold. A short series of tests were 
performed with heat treated scrap material at approximately 15Bhn and 20Bhn. 
 
Two types of patches were utilized in the tests; a traditional moistened double layer wrap-
on style and a Veral Smith inspired single layer stick-on style. Tracing paper measuring 
0.0022” thick was used for the double wrapped patches. A conventional “moisten and 
roll” was used to apply these patches. Parallelograms of a size to allow two non-
overlapping layers and a 0.75” overhang at the base were dampened with saliva and 
wrapped tightly. The overhang was then carefully twisted into a tail and the applied patch 
was allowed to air dry. Once dry and firm, precision wire cutters were used to clip off the 
excess tail close to the base to eliminate the “knot” of paper. This method of patching 
typically added .007-.008” to the diameter of the unpatched slug.  

 
Office Max file folder labels or Duck brand address labels were used for the single wrap 
patches. They were purchased from local Wal-Mart or Safeway stores and both types 
measure 0.0035” thick. Application onto the bullet was done by cutting rectangles sized 
to allow once around without overlap at the seam and 0.125” overhang at the base. The 
rectangular shape was chosen to provide a seam parallel with the bullet shank, 
ameliorating the tendency for a single-layer spiral seam getting caught and torn on the 
case mouth at seating. The patch and backer material were cut together and a razor blade 
was used to separate the two. Once the patch was stuck to the circumference of the bullet, 
the overhang was folded into pleats onto the bullet base and the sides were firmly rolled 
between a pad of cardstock and a soft pine board. This was done to “iron” the patch to the 
bullet, smooth out any extant wrinkles, and form fit the front edge of the patch to the 
bullet ogive. The loose pleats at the base were then pressed and rotated into the card stock 
to flatten. The corner of the base was then swiped into a groove formed into the pine 
board to crease and smooth the base corner of the patch. These patches typically added 
.006-.007” to the diameter of the unpatched slug. 

 
Even a little lubricant leftover from sizing or swaging a naked bullet would occasionally 
interfere with patch adhesion, and patches would sometimes slip during patching or 
seating. The resized bullets were subsequently cleaned with solvent before patching. 



Once this was done, the rate of patch slippage dropped to almost nothing. Although the 
adhesive is what makes this patch work, be aware that it can also act to create a shear 
surface between the bullet and patch. The adhesive on the Office Max labels tolerated 
more abuse than the Duck brand, so perhaps there’s an adhesive that offers optimal 
performance. What that might be was not pursued during these tests as there was already 
plenty to keep me busy! 

 
As an aside, Matthews developed a method of waterproofing and toughening his patches 
for field use by saturating the patched bullets in melted beeswax, allowing it to cool and 
shrink overnight, and then lubricating and loading them like normal. This is an excellent 
method of increasing the robustness of a hunting slug. Be aware, however, that heating 
and soaking a stick-on patch can denature the adhesive, and the conventional style patch 
is recommended when waterproofing patches. 

 
One type of bullet lubricant and method of application was used for all tests. Matthews’ 
suggested mixture of petrolatum jelly and yellow beeswax (55/45 ratio by weight) proved 
to work every bit as well as he said it would. The patched bullet was spun on the surface 
of solidified lube, similar to buttering a cob of fresh corn. This was done with bullet and 
lube at room temperature. Careful attention was paid to ensure complete coverage, and a 
small amount of lube was wiped off the bullet at seating. No other lubricants were 
applied to the patch nor were lube wads used in loading. 

 
Trail Boss, Herco, SR4759, MP5744, IMR4198, IMR3031, H4895, H1000 and US869 
were utilized to varying degrees of success among the four cartridges. The use of 
polyester fluff as a case filler was done in most loads with less than 100% load density. 
(Yes, I used fillers and take no responsibility for others doing so!) A slightly compressed 
filler bringing load density to 100% proved to be highly beneficial in all instances where 
it was used, undoubtedly protecting the bullets and improving the powder burn, 
especially in the larger cases. It was not used in loads with Herco. The bulkiness of Trail 
Boss typically resulted in a 100% fill and the two slowest powders were always loaded to 
100% density and sparked with a magnum primer. 
 
 
Initial tests were fired with the .600 wildcat, primarily to find a home made bullet capable 
of decent accuracy without requiring a lot of money or equipment to get going. The 
relative simplicity of a paper wrapped slug lends itself well to this. Simplicity aside, 
certain criteria must be met before performance is attained. Bullets of 875 grains were 
loaded over Trail Boss, SR4759, H4895, H1000 and US869. Velocities were kept around 
the 1600fps level except with Trail Boss which produced 1100fps with 100% load 
density. Trail Boss was soon dropped from a full trial as patches failed in every 
preliminary round fired. The other four powders delivered the data as seen in the graph. 
So far, bigger bullets shot better. 
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After the .600, it was only natural, in the interest of accuracy, to move to a rifle without 
such prodigious recoil! A Ruger #1 .45-70 with the short “Government” throat, a 1:20 
twist, eight-land barrel at 0.450”bore/0.458”groove was chosen. 380 grain bullets of 
various diameters were loaded over Trail Boss, SR4759, IMR4198, and H4895. 



.45-70 - Accuracy relative to Bhn, Diameter, and Patch Type
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Six diameters at once proved to be a rather ponderous test and the results left me baffled. 
Whereas the .600’s graph is fairly well-behaved, the Ruger’s is nothing of the kind. At 
this point, I decided to ignore this fact and skip ahead to the .458 Lott. Afterwards, a 
retest of the .45-70 with the three diameters used in the Lott, squeezed bullets, and two 
new powders still did not point out a consistent trend. By now, however, procedures were 
refined such that the worst loads were shooting into 3moa. This may not seem like much, 
but when you consider how many variables were thrown into the mix, it’s a testament to 
the quality of the little Ruger. And at this point in the tests, that’s what I attributed the 
results to – to the rifle itself, thinking that it just happens to really like paper patched 
bullets but… the results of the .375 prompted a second retest. Before explaining the .375 
or the Ruger’s results further, let’s look at the .458 Lott. 
 
The same 380 grain .45-70 bullet was used in the Lott. The throat in the Lott offers a 
slight contrast to the .45-70’s, being a modest cone, 0.250” long by 0.460” initial 
diameter, leading to a 1:14 twist, eight land barrel of 0.450” bore/0.458” groove. After 
plodding through the six diameter test of the .45-70, only three large steps were tested in 
the Lott. Loads were assembled with Trail Boss, MP5744, H1000 and US869 and 
velocities ranged from 1100fps with the Trail Boss up to 1800fps with the MP5744. Due 
to poor performance, US869 and Trail Boss were dropped from full tests. With three 



sizes, there is a clear correlation between diameter and accuracy – bigger is definitely 
better. 
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In the .375H&H, 280 grain bullets were loaded over Herco, SR4759, and H1000. The 
rifle has a SAAMI spec 2degree cone, 0.344” long, starting at 0.390”, tapering to a 
slightly oversized 0.377” groove. Bore dimension was measured at 0.367” and the six 
land barrel came with a 12” twist offering yet another configuration of throat and bore. 
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The graph of the .375 data proved to be baffling at first but revealing at last. With the 
harder bullets, there’s a clear correlation between size and accuracy. The softer slugs, on 
the other hand, produced the same pattern as the .45-70. At this point, a second retest of 
the .45-70 was fired. But, this time it included bore diameter slugs and the results were 
tabulated into an overall summary. Operating under the assumption that “bigger is better” 
for all diameters, I failed to recognize that, at bore diameter, there is often a significant 
and repeatable improvement in accuracy.  And, accuracy actually deteriorates with a 
bullet slightly larger than bore size! The only thing that remained was to shoot some 
0.450” diameter slugs in the Lott (I’d sold the .600 before coming to this realization). 
Bore diameter slugs produced top accuracy in the Lott: the trend is clear! 
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Returning to Paul Matthews, the belief that bigger is better should not be taken as a direct 
correlation. While it is true that the largest bullets gave the best accuracy, there is a 
“sweet spot” at bore diameter and many very fine groups were fired at this size. Oddly 
enough, there’s also a “sour spot”, with bullets of 0.002”-0.003” larger than bore 
diameter and accuracy did not improve again until bullet diameter approached groove 
diameter! 
 
The limitations to size occurred in the loading, not firing. Even though the rifles digested 
grossly oversized slugs without a hiccup, the incidence of patch damage during loading 
went up significantly with increases in size. Oversized expander plugs and extra attention 
and lubrication in the loading process proved necessary with the largest slugs. Worried 
about barrel damage, I remeasured the .600 after the tests but could not detect any 
dimensional change. Nevertheless, the practice of shooting oversized bullets is 
questionable, especially in regards to the troubles in loading them. 
 
In regards to hardness, my findings also suggest that harder is better if accuracy is the 
only criteria. However, paper patched slugs will deliver very soft alloys with fine 
accuracy. Even Matthews, after he turned to patched slugs for this reason, points out that 
an alloy hardened with a little tin is a little more accurate in general. 
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E. H. Harrison’s findings also touch upon this relationship between size, hardness, and 
accuracy. In his March 1977 article in “The American Rifleman”, “Paper Patched Bullets 
Come of Age”, Harrison suggests that the shooter 

 
1. “Cast the bullets of hardness according to the load – for full loads, Bhn 16-20, 

or slightly softer than linotype…; for 2000fps, about 12-14Bhn which is softer 
than Lyman No. 2 metal. Hardness is not critical but must be approximately 
correct for best results. Very unsuitable metal, of course, will fail. 

2. (And) Size bullets .301” (NRA Cast Bullets, pg 97). 
 
With a slight shift in hardness, the first rule could apply directly to any lubricated, 
grooved cast bullet. One could summarize a paper patch as a layer of “super-lube” that 
allows higher speeds with softer alloys than conventional cast bullets. In addition, the 
second rule of sizing to .301” for his .30cals correlates exactly with my own findings in 
regards to size. 
 
For the approximately 1200 groups fired, the wrap-on patches out-shot the stick-on but 
by only 0.18moa so that’s a wash. The stick-on patches consistently remained intact upon 
the bullets, even when distorted at impact; they exemplify Matthews’s description of the 
patch as a “paper jacket”. On the other hand, the wrap-on type consistently gave a nice 
puff of confetti at the muzzle and no evidence of this type clinging to the bullet was 
found. This performance exemplifies Randolph Wright’s description of the patch acting 
like a sabot (albeit a weak one). 
 



Although I was initially in favor of the stick-on type because they’re ready to load right 
after patching, both types have useful features. Moistening and wrapping a patch is no 
more difficult than sticking and compressing a stick-on patch. The wrap-on does require a 
drying period and is slightly more delicate – until after it’s loaded. It can also be 
waterproofed and toughened against moisture and abuse, and once treated in this manner, 
it’s preferable for field use. The long term interaction between the lubrication and 
adhesive of the stick-on type was not investigated, but in the short term, the adhesive can 
be problematic as described in the sidebar. 
 
The only rifle of the four that did not evince “paper rings” clinging to the fired case 
mouths or remaining in the chamber throat was the .375 H&H. It is surmised that this is 
due to the large cone shaped throat of this rifle. Otherwise, no particular set of 
circumstances led to a paper ring as they occurred with any given diameter, hardness, 
patch type and powder. A quick test of seating depth pointed to an overall length where 
the patch enters the rifling leade approximately 0.125” at the full chambered position as 
the preferred length. A 0.250” jam fit and 0.125” short of the leade produced groups 
about 1 moa larger. 
 
For the most part, powders performed as expected in that the pistol and magnum rifle 
powders did not deliver consistent performance. No mystery here, they’re not designed 
for mid-power rifle loads! Trail Boss proved to be an enigma, delivering stellar 
performance in one instance and horrid in the next, but it’s safety and consistency does 
warrant further investigations. My recommendation would be to utilize a powder of 
modest burn rate that matches case capacity or use a powder designed for and/or 
recommended for use in reduced loads. And more to the point, there’s no reason to 
choose a .375 H&H or .458 Lott specifically for throwing practical patched bullets at 
modest velocities. It can be done in these rifles with reduced charges and fillers but a .45-
70 Govt, a .444 Marlin, a 38-55 or .375 Winchester or even a .44 Magnum or .500S&W 
carbine would be a much better choice. 
 
If you’re looking for the ultimate in a practical hunting rig, you may as well forget 
patching bullets and get your hands on a scoped ’06 with some 180 grain premium 
factory loads. On the other hand, if you’re into rolling your own and enjoy a bit of 
nostalgia, paper patched bullets have a lot to offer. Those of us who like to cat-foot 
through cover and get most of our shots at “woods” range already know that there is no 
other bullet type that can accurately deliver the simple, reliable performance of a soft, 
practical, paper patched bullet.  
 


